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Comunica Translations – Branching Out Into Medical
Translations for End Clients!
Now Specializing in Medical Translations for End Clients into all Nordic
Languages
Tuesday, November 10th, 2020
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Professional Medical Translations in Danish, Swedish, Finnish, and Norwegian
Strong and Growing Database of Specialized, Experienced Medical Translators
Dedicated Teams of Translators and a Dedicated Project Manager for Every Project

Fuengirola, Spain, November 6th, 2020 — Comunica Translations (COMUNICA), a boutique translation
agency specializing in Nordic languages, has recently expanded its full suite of linguistic services to now offer
professional medical translation services directly to end clients. COVID-19 is again on the rise in many corners
of the globe. With years of experience offering medical translations as a subcontractor, COMUNICA is pleased
to lend a hand in fighting this global pandemic, now offering highly specialized translation services directly to
the medical, pharmaceutical, and medical device industries.
As a well-known and respected translation agency, COMUNICA translates over 8 million words per year with a
team of 5 in-house Nordic translators and over 300 professional freelancers many of whom are specialized in
the medical field. With each medical translation project, COMUNICA creates client-specific glossaries and
translation memories. Having spared no expense, COMUNICA has invested in very advanced translation tools
saving significant costs for their clients.
Whether you require professional translation of your SPCs, PILs, QRDs, clinical trials, or medical reports,
COMUNICA will create a customized translation team for your project. The company's medical translators
closely follow the Standard Terms and International Nonproprietary Names (INN) resulting in translated texts
that are consistent, clear and easy to use.When you partner with COMUNICA, you will be assigned your own
team of translators along with a dedicated project manager who will strictly adhere to the required high-quality
standards within the medical field.
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About COMUNICA
Tina Julsgaard, COMUNICA's Managing Director, founded the
company back in 2007 motivated by her passion for languages and for
helping customers do business abroad. With a deep fascination for
cross-cultural comprehension, Tina has since built a successful team
of professional linguists who work closely with each client, helping
them with their global communication needs. COMUNICA — your
translation gateway to the Nordic languages.
If you are looking for professional medical translation services, please
reach out to COMUNICA today. Want to learn more? Meet the
COMUNICA team or give the company a call at +34 952 469 807.
COMUNICA adheres to the recommendations of EN15038 European
Quality Standard for Translation Services.
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